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Billing caps

It is not uncommon to be asked to term your equipment for 
weekly and monthly rates. This type of request usually happens 
when the equipment runs for at least 20 or more days. It is 
important to understand when terms apply and how to  
calculate the weekly and monthly rates.

The challenge
It can be difficult to calculate these numbers manually 

or create a formula in a spreadsheet that will accurately 

discount equipment based on a weekly or monthly rate. 

Often, the calculations are incorrect and cause you to apply 

too large of a discount. This can easily impact your margins.

The solution
Having a consistent, accurate and transparent tool that 

automatically calculates and applies weekly and monthly 

discounts to your bill can alleviate the stress associated 

with terming your equipment. T&M Pro offers an advanced, 

user-friendly feature that employs a true count calculation, 

guaranteeing the most accurate and mutually beneficial 

cap values possible. The billing caps tool does the work 

for you, providing a full breakdown summary of how the 

terms were applied. This billing feature requires minimal set 

up – simply include your weekly and monthly rates in your 

price list, then activate it. The program will track each piece 

of equipment and determine if a daily, weekly or monthly 

rate should apply. The terms discount credit is then 

automatically included in your bill with the terms summary.
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T&M Pro is part of T&M Pro Suite, a premier billing and 

data management system developed for the property loss 

industry. T&M Pro Suite combines several applications into 

one to help contractors fully align commercial projects with 

billing and estimates.

To learn more about the T&M Pro Suite programs, contact:

P.  423.602.8672 E . tmservices@sedgwick.com
To learn more about our time and material 
software solutions, visit T I M E A N D M A T E R I A L  . C O M


